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In this supplementary document, we provide quantitative
semantic segmentation results (Section A), analyses of the
model (Section B), training details (Section C) and additional
qualitative results (Section D).

A. Quantitative semantic segmentation results
We provide a quantitative evaluation of our approach

in an unsupervised semantic segmentation setting. We do
not compare to state-of-the-art approaches as none of them
explicitly model nor output categories for objects. We argue
that modeling categories for discovered objects is crucial
to analyse and understand scenes, and thus advocate such
quantitative semantic evaluation to assess the quality of any
object-based image decomposition algorithm.

Evaluation. Motivated by standard practices from super-
vised semantic segmentation and clustering benchmarks,
we evaluate our unsupervised object semantic segmentation
results by computing the mean accuracy (mACC) and the
mean intersection-over-union (mIoU) across all classes (in-
cluding background). We first compute the global confusion
matrix on the same 320 images used for object instance seg-
mentation evaluation. Then, we reorder the matrix with a
cluster-to-class mapping computed using the Hungarian al-
gorithm [10]. Finally, we average accuracy and IoU over all
classes, including background, yielding mACC and mIoU.

Results. Our performances averaged over 5 runs are re-
ported in Table 1. Similar to our results for object instance
segmentation, we filter an outlier run out of 5 for Multi-
dSprites based on its high reconstruction loss compared to
other runs (1.93 × 10−3 against {1.51, 1.49, 1.52, 1.57} ×
10−3). For Tetrominoes and Multi-dSprites, our method ob-
tains strong results thus emphasizing that our 2D prototype-
based modeling is well suited for such 2D scene benchmarks.
On the contrary for CLEVR6, there is still room for improve-
ments. Although we can distinguish the 6 different categories
from discovered sprites, such performances suggest that our
model struggles to accurately transform the sprites to match
the target object instances. This is expected since we do
not explicitly account for neither 3D, lighting nor material
effects in our modeling.

Table 1: Multi-object semantic discovery. We report our
mACC and mIoU performances averaged over 5 runs with
stddev. K refers to the number of classes (including back-
ground) and we mark results (M) where one outlier run was
automatically filtered out.

Dataset K mACC mIoU

Tetrominoes [2] 20 99.5 ± 0.2 99.1 ± 0.4
Multi-dSprites [7] 4 91.3M± 0.9 84.0M± 1.4
CLEVR6 [6, 2] 7 73.9 ± 2.1 56.3 ± 2.9
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Figure 1: Effect of K. We report the loss obtained for
varying number of sprites on Tetrominoes, where the ground-
truth number of different shapes is 19.

B. Model analysis

B.1. Effect of K

Similar to standard clustering methods, our results are
sensitive to the assumed number of sprites K. A purely
quantitative analysis could be applied to select K, e.g. in
Figure 1 we plot the loss as a function of the number of
sprites for Tetrominoes and it is clear an elbow method can
be applied to correctly select 19 sprites. Qualitatively, using
more sprites than the ground truth number typically yields
duplicated sprites which we think is not that harmful. For
example, we use an arbitrary number of sprites (40) for the
Instagram collections and we have not found the discovered
sprites to be very sensitive to this choice.
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Figure 2: Effect of λ. We show reconstructions and instance
segmentations for different values of λ on Multi-dSprites.

B.2. Effect of λ

The hyperparameter λ controls the weight of the regular-
ization term that counts the number of non-empty sprites
used. In Figure 2, we show qualitative results obtained
for different values of λ on Multi-dSprites. When λ is
zero or small (here λ = 10−5), the optimization typically
falls into bad local minima where multiple layers attempt
to reconstruct the same object. Increasing the penalization
(λ = 10−4) prevents this phenomenon by encouraging recon-
structions using the minimal number of non-empty sprites.
When λ = 10−3, the penalization is too strong and some
objects are typically missed (last example).

B.3. Computational cost

Training our method on Tetrominoes, Multi-dSprites and
CLEVR6 respectively takes approximately 5 hours, 3 days
and 3.5 days on a single Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.
Our approach is quite memory efficient and for example on
CLEVR6, we can use a batch size of up to 128 on a single
V100 GPU with 16GB of RAM as opposed to 4 in [2] and
64 in [11].

C. Training details

The full implementation of our approach and all datasets
used are available at https://github.com/monniert/dti-sprites.

Table 2: Transformation sequences used.

Dataset T lay T spr T bkg

Tetrominoes [2] col-pos - -
Multi-dSprites [7] col-pos sim col
CLEVR6 [6, 2] col-pos proj col

GTSRB-8 [15] - col-proj-tps col-proj-tps
SVHN [14] - col-proj-tps col-proj-tps
Weizmann Horse [1] - col-proj-tps col-proj-tps
Instagram collections [13] - col-proj col-proj

C.1. Architecture

We use the same parameter predictor network architec-
ture for all the experiments. It is composed of a shared
ResNet [3] backbone truncated after the average pooling and
followed by separate Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) heads
predicting sprite transformation parameters for each layer
as well as the occlusion matrix. For the ResNet backbone,
we use mini ResNet-321 (64 features) for images smaller
than 65× 65 and ResNet-18 (512 features) otherwise. When
modeling large numbers of objects (> 3), we increase the
representation size by replacing the global average pooling
by adaptive ones yielding 4×4×64 features for mini ResNet-
32 and 2× 2× 512 for ResNet-18. Each MLP has the same
architecture, with two hidden layers of 128 units.

C.2. Transformation sequences

Similar to DTI-Clustering [13], we model complex im-
age transformations as a sequence of transformation mod-
ules which are successively applied to the sprites. Most of
the transformation modules we used are introduced in [13],
namely affine, projective and TPS modules modeling spatial
transformations and a color transformation module. We aug-
ment the collection of modules with two additional spatial
transformations implemented with spatial transformers [4]:
• a positioning module parametrized by a translation vector

and a scale value (3 parameters) and used to model coarse
layer-wise object positioning,
• a similarity module parametrized by a translation vector,

a scale value and a rotation angle (4 parameters).
The transformation sequences used for each dataset are

given in Table 2. All transformations for the multi-object
benchmarks are selected to mimic the way images were
synthetically generated. For real images, we use the col-
proj-tps default sequence when the ground truth number of
object categories is well defined and the col-proj sequence
otherwise. Visualizing sprites and transformations helps
understanding the results and adapting the transformations
accordingly.

1https://github.com/akamaster/pytorch resnet cifar10
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C.3. Implementation details

Both sprite parameters and predictors are learned jointly
and end-to-end using Adam optimizer [8] with a 10−6 weight
decay on the network parameters. Background, sprite appear-
ances and masks are respectively initialized with averaged
images, constant value and Gaussian weights. To constrain
sprite parameters in values close to [0, 1], we use a softclip
function implemented as a piecewise linear function yielding
identity inside [0, 1] and an affine function with 0.01 slope
outside [0, 1]. We experimentally found it tends to work
better than (i) a traditional clip function which blocks gra-
dients and (ii) a sigmoid function which leads to very small
gradients. Similar to [13], we adopt a curriculum learning
strategy of the transformations by sequentially adding trans-
formation modules during training at a constant learning
rate until convergence, then use a multi-step policy by multi-
plying the learning rate by 0.1 once convergence has been
reached. For the experiments with a single object on top of
a background, we use an initial learning rate of 10−3 and
reduce it once. For the multi-object experiments, because
spatial transformations are much stronger, we use an initial
value of 10−4 and first train global layer-wise transforma-
tions, using frozen sprites during the first epochs (initialized
with constant value for appearances and Gaussian weights
for masks). Once such transformations are learned, we learn
sprite-specific transformations if any and reduce after con-
vergence the learning rate for the network parameters only.
Additionally, in a fashion similar to [13], we perform sprite
and predictor reassignment when corresponding sprite has
been used for reconstruction less than 20/K% of the images
layers. We use a batch size of 32 for all experiments, except
for GTSRB-8 and SVHN where a batch size of 128 is used.

C.4. Learning binary masks

There is an ambiguity between learned mask and color
values in our raw image formation model. In Figure 3, we
show examples of sprites learned following two settings: (i)
a raw learning and (ii) a learning where we constrain mask
values to be binary. Although learned appearance images sc

(first row) and masks sα (second row) are completely differ-
ent, applying the masks onto appearances (third row) yields
similar images, and thus similar reconstructions of sample
images. However, resulting sprites (last row) demonstrate
that the spatial extent of objects is not well defined when
learning without any constraint.

Since constraining the masks to binary values actually
resolves ambiguity and forces clear layer separations, we
follow the strategy adopted by Tieleman [16] and SCAE [9]
to learn binary values, and propose to inject during train-
ing uniform noise ∈ [−0.4, 0.4] into the masks before ap-
plying our softclip. Intuitively, such stochasticity prevents
the masks from learning appearance aspects and can only
be reduced with values close to 0 and 1. We experimen-

Figure 3: Learning binary masks. We compare results on
Tetrominoes obtained with (right) and without (left) injecting
noise in masks.

tally found this approach tends to work better than (i) ex-
plicit regularization penalizing values outside of {0, 1} e.g.
with a x → x2(1 − x)2 function and (ii) a varying tem-
perature parameter in a sigmoid function as advocated by
Concrete/Gumbel-Softmax distributions [12, 5].

We compare our results obtained with and without in-
jecting noise into the masks on Tetrominoes, where shapes
have clear appearances. Quantitatively, while our full model
reaches almost a perfect score for both ARI-FG and ARI met-
rics (resp. 99.6% and 99.8%), these performances averaged
over 5 runs are respectively 77.8% and 89.1% when noise is
not injected into the masks during learning. We show quali-
tative comparisons in Figure 3. Note that the masks learned
with noise injection are binary and sharp, whereas the ones
learned without noise contain some appearance patterns.

D. Additional qualitative results

We provide more qualitative results on the multi-object
synthetic benchmarks, namely Tetrominoes (Fig. 4), Multi-
dSprites (Fig. 5) and CLEVR6 (Fig. 6). For each dataset, we
first show the discovered sprites (at the top), with colored
borders to identify them in the semantic segmentation re-
sults. We then show 10 random qualitative decompositions.
From left to right, each row corresponds to: input sample,
reconstruction, semantic segmentation where colors refer to
the sprite border colors, instance segmentation where col-
ors correspond to different object instances, and full image
decomposition layers where the borders are colored with
respect to their instance mask color. Note how we manage to
successfully separate the object instances as well as identify
their categories and spatial extents.

For additional decompositions, we urge the readers to
visit imagine.enpc.fr/˜monniert/DTI-Sprites/extra results.
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Figure 4: Tetrominoes results. We show discovered sprites
(top) and 10 random decomposition results (bottom).
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(top) and 10 random decomposition results (bottom).
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